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ABSTRACT 
 
Multi-core chips allow thread and program level parallelism thus increasing 
performance. However, this comes with the cost of temperature problem. Multi-core 
chips require more power, creating non uniform power map and hotspots. Activity 
migration is one of the solutions to distribute power in a more uniform manner over 
the chip. Thermal Aware Multi Core Scheduler combines Dynamic Thermal 
Management (DTM) techniques, thread priorities and activity migration algorithms 
to achieve a uniform temperature map with the best performance. 
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1 Introduction 

There is an increase in demand for high performance, low cost and low power 
processors to satisfy the consumer’s needs. One of the industry’s responses was to place 
in a single chip more than one core. With multi-core chips, thread and program level 
parallelism can increase performance with low cost. However, multi-cores increase 
power consumption which in turn creates temperature problems and non uniform 
power density map. 

Temperature is now a critical concern not only for packaging, but it is also 
important for circuit, micro architecture, and OS design. Improving packaging and 
advancing new cooling methods can be expensive and not effective enough. Dynamic 
Thermal Management (DTM) mechanisms showed that they can help temperature 
problems with low performance degradation [DM06]. Migrating threads among cores 
also helps to distribute power uniformly in the chip at a minimal performance loss 
[HBA03]. 

The aim of this project is to develop a thermal aware multi-core scheduler which 
uses migration of threads and DTM mechanisms to reduce temperature and maintain 
high performance.  
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2 Conventional Thread Scheduling on Multi-Cores 

Linux scheduler in one core chip schedules threads to run based on thread priorities. 
There exists a queue that contains all threads that are ready to be assigned for 
processing. The thread with the highest priority is first scheduled to run first. For a 
multi-core system each core has its own queue. The scheduler allows migration 
between cores only when necessary in order to minimize cache misses [BC00]. 
Our thermal aware scheduler has only one queue for all cores and it does schedule 

threads according to priority. Migration occurs when considered necessary according to 
temperature thresholds and if a certain period of time has passed since the last 
migration.  

3 Thermal Aware Techniques 

High power consumption results in high temperature and vice versa [DM06]. Power 
consists of two parts: dynamic power and static power. Dynamic power is consumed 
during processing activity, whereas static power is consumed without any activity. 
Dynamic power depends on activity, capacitance, frequency, and voltage. Activity 
depends on the program behavior. DTM methods aim at decreasing dynamic power 
consumption by modifying voltage and/or frequency [DM06].  Static Power is a 
function of voltage and leakage. Leakage depends on temperature, thus by decreasing 
temperature we decrease static power. 

3.1 Dynamic Thermal Management Mechanisms 

Most of the recent processors have adopted clock gating and Dynamic Voltage and 
Frequency Scaling as two reactive DTM mechanisms. Clock gating refers to switching 
off the core clock for a certain period of time and then switching it on. Switching off the 
clock eliminates the dynamic power leaving only static power. During this time the core 
or chip (depending on the number of voltage domains) is slowing down the total 
processing time and in return the temperature is dropping.  

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling does not stop the processing of data as 
clock gating. Instead it dynamically adapts the processing time of the data. DVFS 
dynamically adapts voltage and frequency taking into consideration temperature. If the 
core or chip is thermally saturated, voltage and frequency will decrease to achieve 
lower temperatures and relatively high performance at the same time.   

In our thermal aware scheduler we are simulating both mechanisms. At small time 
intervals we evaluate if clock gating has to be engaged and if the chip is still thermally 
saturated then we engage DVFS. Every 1 ms we check if we have exceed the 
temperature threshold and if we did the voltage is dynamically reduced. During this 1 
ms, at every 1 � � the temperature of each core is evaluated and if the core is thermally 
saturated its clock is switched off for 2 � � �  
3.2 Migration 

Migration can help even more the temperature problem [HBA03][MSSCF]. By migrating 
threads in a chip can help distribute power around the chip and create a more uniformly  



distributed power map. Migration period and temperature threshold are two conditions 
that have to first be satisfied to allow migration. Deciding where to assign a thread is 
based on the migrations policies and thread characteristics. There are two categories of 
migration policies, the thermal aware migration policies and non thermal aware 
migration policies. The thermal aware policies depend on the cores’ thermal state and 
may or may not take into consideration thread priorities. The non thermal aware 
policies take into consideration only thread priorities.  

Every thread has a priority and thermal activity characteristic. Thread priorities in 
our simulation are based on the processing time of each thread. Also, every thread in 
our simulation has thermal characteristics depending on thermal activity. We created 
three main categories: hot, warm, and cold threads.  The difference between the 
categories is the dynamic power density on the hot spot of each core. Threads under the 
category hot threads use 4W, warm threads use 2W, and the cold threads use 1W power 
density.  

4 Simulator 

ATMI [MS07] is used as the temperature model of our simulator. It takes as input the 
total power of a unit and returns the temperature. ATMI is used at the beginning of the 
simulation to compute the steady state of each core. During simulation time, every 1 � �� � � � � � � � � � � � 	 
 � � � � � 	 �  
 �  � � � � 	 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 	 � � � 	 � � � � � � 
 � 	 � � � � � � � � 	 � � � � 	 � � � � 
 � � � � � � � �

Configuration 
Chip Size  

• 0.02 x 0.02 m 

Thermal Management Techniques 

• Clock Gating 

• DVFS 
Cores 

• 4 Cores 

• Single and Multiple Voltage 

• Each core is composed of 9 
units 

• Every Unit has a sensor 

Temperature Model 

• ATMI 
Migration 

• Every timeslice 
Duration of the simulation : 2 s 

Thread 

• 4 Threads 

• Thermal Behaviour and 
Priorities 

o 1 Thread with Priority 
10 Thermal Behaviour 
Cold 

o 1 Thread with Priority 5 
Thermal Behaviour Cold 

o 2 Threads with Priority 1 
Thermal Behaviour Hot 
and Warm 
 

Timeslice: 1 ms 
Timestep: 1 µs 
 
Temperature 

• Relative Temperature 45 C 

• Ambient Temperature 40 C 
 

Clock Gating off period : 2 µs 



Figure 1: Example of possible experiment 

 
     Figure 1 shows an example of a possible experiment. The only option omitted is 
the mapping policies.  

5 Ongoing Work 

The scheduler is still under development but so far we have observed that indeed 
migration creates a uniform power map. Depending on the migration policy as 
well as the configuration, temperature is distributed more uniformly than not 
having any migration.  
    Temperature increase has let to new ways of scheduling threads on a multi-core 
system. Our experiments showed that some migration policies can give good 
performance and good thermal behavior. One promising approach is using single 
voltage domain for all cores and mapping threads only by their thermal activity 
characteristics.  
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